
AND ESSAY ABOUT LIFE

You can choose any life essay as per your interest and need and present it during your school's essay writing
competition, debate completion or speech giving.

Any of these concepts or thoughts, if applicable to you, could be a jumping off point for your essay about life.
To sum up, life is beautiful just as roses but it has challenges which are like thorns and have to be faced and
overcome by all. You take things for granted, and then they're gone. The day is still fresh in my mind and I
can recollect everything that happened on that fateful day. Your instinct when attacked is to defend yourself.
This essay intro has been used by many students, but we can write you a perfect new one! I had to enroll for
evening classes, in order to be able to work during the day. It is indeed much easier to always complain about
everything and grumble that there is nothing good left around us and everything is filled with disappointment
and sorrow. The things that matter aren't necessarily the ones people would call "important. I would have
chosen to write about my brother, who had been deployed as a soldier overseas and had come back recently
after five years, however the essay would be more about him than me. It is said that a person always
remembers his first day at school and the last day at school. Does it make any difference to know that? Had it
not been, I would have surely missed many things in my life. But thanks to my sincere friends and true
teachers I was always rescued. During my free time I always open that diary. January Life is short, as
everyone knows. There has always been a stream of people who opt out of the default grind and go live
somewhere where opportunities are fewer in the conventional sense, but life feels more authentic. There is no
doubt that there can be no gain without pain. So, I decide to go with my college graduation that happened
recently. Perhaps a better solution is to look at the problem from the other end. The amount of time you have
to spend on bullshit varies between employers. That is how I learned from high school life the true meaning of
cooperation and love. And in her typical quiet way she encouraged that illusion. I directed myself. Back when
life was more precarious, people used to be aware of death to a degree that would now seem a bit morbid.
That's what you do when life is short. The money I got from the scholarship catered for my tuition only and
was not adequate enough to also sustain me. I have a good amount of school life pictures. She still has to feed
them and pay for their school fees. It was my special day that was bound to occur only once and I was
therefore determined to make the best of it. I still remember how ignorant I was during my school days. We
get good learning experience, the self confidence, motivation and the will to do the best. A man, who has been
the student, knows what school life is. To some extent you have to put up with the bullshit forced on you by
circumstances. There will be struggle, there will be bad days.


